AeroVironment Level 2 EVSE Current Price List – 2012 (for SCAQMD November 2012)

The prices listed below represent the manufacturer’s suggested retail price (MSRP) for calendar year 2012.

**Charging Stations**
- EVSE-RS Wall Mount charger – $1,049/unit
- EVSE-RS Wall Mount charger w/GPRS – $1,895/unit
- EVSE-RS Wall Mount charger w/GPRS and RFID – $2,405/unit
- EVSE-RS Single Pedestal charger – $1,870/unit
- EVSE-RS Single Pedestal charger w/GPRS – $2,695/unit
- EVSE-RS Single Pedestal charger w/GPRS and RFID – $3,410/unit
- EVSE-RS Dual Pedestal charger – $3,275/unit
- EVSE-RS Dual Pedestal charger w/GPRS – $4,599/unit
- EVSE-RS Dual Pedestal charger w/GPRS and RFID – $5,600/unit

**Communications**
- Cellular Connectivity and Network Access (base plan) – $240/year/EVSE Port

**Warranty**
- 3-years parts and factory labor (onsite labor included if AeroVironment performs installation)

AeroVironment, Inc.
evsales@avinc.com